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o·oooooooi millim., exhibits deductions from actual 
observations :-

Pressure mm. Pressure M. Height I Visible 
miles. at ir.iles. Remarks. 

----
O"OOOCOCOI O"OOOOI 124"15 1061 No discharge could 

occur. 
O"OOOC5S o·o66 8!"47 86o Pale and faint. 
0"379 499 0 37 67 585 Maximum brilliancy. 
o·8oo 1053"0 33"96 555 Pale salmon. 
1"000 13r6·o 32"87 546 Salmon coloured. 
J"500 1974"0 30"86 529 " " 3"000 3947"0 27"42 499 Carmine. 

20 66o 27184"0 17"86 4°3 " 62·ooo 81579"0 12"42 336 " II8"700 156184"0 11"58 324 Full red. 

It is conceivable that the aurora may occur at times at 
an altitude of a few thousand feet. 

The following letter has been sent us in reference to the 
above paper:-

Meteorological Office, 1 I6, Victoria Street, 
London, S. W., jlfay I, I88o 

With reference to a paper at the Royal Society on the 
height of auroras by Dr. De laRue and Dr. Muller, the fol
lowing remarks in Muller's " Lehrbuch der kosmischen 
Physik," znd Edition, I865, p. 558, may be of interest to 
your readers :-

:• Hansteen finds for the aurora of January 7, I831, a 
herght of 26 geographical miles, by combining the height 
of the arch at Berlin and Christians and in Norway, while 
Christie calculates the height of the same aurora at 
between 5 and 25 English miles, from observations made 
in England. 

"The determinations of modern physicists place the 
aurora at a much lower level than was formerly assumed. 
Mairan gave the mean height at 120, Cavendish (1790) at 
6o, and Dalton (I828) at only IS geographical miles. 

"Farquharson makes it probable that the auroras, as 
already said by Baron v. Wrangell, come down to the 

regiOn of the clouds. He bases this, inter alia, upon the 
auroral observations of December 20, I829. At Alford, 
in Aberdeenshire, he saw, from 8.30 to I 1 o'clock in the 
evening, a very brilliant aurora over a thick mass of clouds 
which covered the hills lying to the north of his house. 
Although the sky was clear the aurora never rose higher 
than 20°. At the same time the Rev. Mr. Paull, at 
Tullynessle, lying two English miles north of Alford, in 
a narrow side valley of the hills above mentioned, saw a 
very brilliant aurora close to the zenith about 9· I 5. This 
would give the height of the aurora as not more than 
4,000 feet. This opinion is confirmed by numerous ob
servations made in the Polar regions by Parry, Franklin, 
Hood, and Richardson. Franklin observed auroras 
between the clouds and the earth, which lit up the lower 
surface of thick clouds. 

".So is certain, the phenomenon appears in 
vanous heJghts, but can hardly be seen higher than 
twenty miles. The auroras formed at low heights, which 
are often seen in the Polar regions, are only visible at 
short distances. Hood quotes an aurora on April 2, 18zo, 
at Cumberland House, as a brilliant arch of I0° altitude. 
Fifty-five English miles to the south-west nothing was 
visible. 

"Another aurora on April 6, which remained in the 
zenith for some hours over Cumberland House, appeared 
at the distance of 100 English miles to the south-west as 
a steady arch only 9° in height." 

The_ of Mr. Smith of Jordan Hill, at Loch 
Scava1g m Skye, of an aurora apparently emanating from 
a mountain there, will also be remembered. 

ROBERT H. SCOTT 

A SCOTTISH CRANNOGl 
!I.-Objects of Bo1ze 

UPWARDS of twenty implements made of bone have 
been added to the general collection, all of which 

were found either in the relic bed or refuse heap. The 
following are the most interesting. 

I. Two chisels or spatulce. One is made of a split 
portion of a shank bone, and measures 5! inches long 

FIG. 6.-Bone (Scale!.) FIG. 7.-Bone (Scale i). 

and rather less than t inch broad. It is very hard, flat, 
and smoothly ground at one end, and has a sharp rounded 
edge, which extends farther on the left side, thus indi
cating that it was adapted for being used by the right 
hand. The other is a small leg bone obliquely cut so as 
to present a smooth polished surface. Its length is 
4 inches, and its diameter i inch. 

2. Five small objects presenting cut and polished 
surfaces, three of which are sharp and pointed; one 

FIG. B.-Horn (Scale 1). FIG. g.-Horn (Scale n. 
appears to have been notched at the end and there broken 
off; and the last, presenting well-cut facets, is fashioned 
into a neat little wedge. 

3· Fig. 6 represents a tiny little spoon only f inch in 
diameter, and worn into a hole in its centre. The handle 
portion is round and straight, and proportionately small, 

1 A full report of the Lcchlee Crannog is given in vol. xiii. of the 
Proceedings of the Sudety of Anfquaries of Scotland, and in vol. ii. of the 
Collections of the Ayrshire and Wigtc.wnshire Archreological Association. 
ContinUed from p. 16. 
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being only 2 long, and about the thickness of a I appeared to have been used as handles for knives 
crow-quill. or such like instruments. 

4· Fig. 7 is a drawing of a neatly-formed needle-like . 
instrument. It is flat on both sides, finely polished, and III.-Ob;ects of Hortt 
tapering into points at its extremities. About forty portions of horn, chiefly of the red-deer, 

5· Two curious implement> smoothly polished and bearing evidence of human workmanship were collected 
forked at one end. They are both about 5t inches long, during the excavations. They consist of ham uers or 
and precisely similar to each other in every respect. clubs, pointed tynes, spear-heads, &c. As illustrations 

6. A great many small ribs, about 6 or 7 inches in of these implements, Figs. 8 and 9 are good representa
length, and portions of others, were found to have the , tions of a club and a bodkin. The former is 1 I inches 
marks of a sharp cutting instrument by which they were long, and has about 3 inches of the brow branch of the 
pointed and smoothed along their edges. The use of horn projecting from it, round the of which there is 
these implements can only be conjectured. a groov-e, as if intended for a string. The markings on 

7· Lastly, there are several portions of round bones the p'Jrtion.in:licate very that it was used 

FrG. w.-WJoden Vessel 

for hammering some hard substance; the latter is 8 inches 
long, finely polished all over, and pointed at the tip as if 
with a sharp knife. 

IV.-Objects of Wood 
A large assortment of wooden implements was found, 

chiefly in the refuse heap, and in the portion of debris 
corresponding to the area of the log pavement. Owing 
to the sofmess of' the wood and the large amount of 
moisture contain :d in its fibres, most of these relics have 
already shrunk to less than half their original bulk, and 
become so changed, though they were kept in a solution 
of alum for several weeks, that I am doubtful of being 
able to preserve them at all. They consist of bowls, 
plates, ladles, a mallet, a hoe, clubs, pins, &c., to
gether with many objects entirely new to me, but which 
apparently had been used for culinary or agricultural 
purposes. 

Fig. IO represents a trough cut out of a single block of 
wood. It was found about half way between the margin 
of the crannog and the circle of stakes surrounding the 
log pavement at a depth of 5 feet, amongst decayed brush
wood and chips of wood. 

Canoes.-During the progress of the drainage a canoe, 
out of a single oak trunk, was found 

xoo yards north of the crannog. Its depth in the moss 
was well ascertained, owing to the fact that, though lying 
at the bottom of one of the original drains, it presented 
no obstruction to the flow of water, and consequently was 
then undisturbed. During the recent drainage all the 
drains were made a foot deeper, and hence its discovery. It 
measures 10 feet long, 2 feet 6 inches broad (inside), and 
I foot 9 inches deep. The bottom is flat, 4 inches thick, 
and contains nine holes, arranged in two rows and ab<;mt 
I5 inches apart, with the odd one at the prow. These 
hGles are perfectly round and exactly I inch in diameter, 
and when the canoe was disinterred they were quite 
invisible, being all tightly plugged. 

When the original drainage was made, some forty years 
ago, I understand that two canoes, each of which was 
about 12 feet long, were found in the bed of the lake on 
the south-west side of the crannog. 

A double-bladed oak paddle, 4 feet 8 inches long and Si 
inches broad, and a large oar, together with the blade 

portion of another, were found amongst the debris on the 
crannog. 

V . .;_Objects of Metal 
(a) The chief articles made of iron are the following:-
1. A gouge, 8 inches long. 
2. A chisel, Io inches long. Both these tools had re

mains of bone or horn handles containing beautiful green 
crystals of vivianite. 

3· Two knives. One has a blade 6 inches long, and a 
pointed portion for being inserte:l into a handle. It was 
found on a level with, and close to, the lowest hearth, 
along with fragments of its handle made of stag's horn. 
The other, found by a farmer in the debris long after it 
was thrown out of the trenches, was hafted on a different 

FIG. rr.--Fibula (Full size), 

plan fro:n the former, the e.nd b!oad, a?d 
riveted to its handle by four 1ron nvets, wh1ch still remam. 

4· Two spear-heads, one prominently ridged, 13 and 
inches, with sockets for wooden handles, portions of 

which still remain in the sockets. 
5· Five daggers. One has portion of a bone handle 

surrpunded by a brass ferrule, and about an inch in front 
of this the corroded remains of a guard are seen. 

6. A saw in three pieces, two of which were joined 
when found, and the third was lying a few feet apart. 
The lencrth of the three portions together is 38 inches, 
and the breadth is 3 inches. 

7· A small corroded iron hatchet, with portion of a 
wooden handle in the socket. 
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8. A curious threc·pron;;cd implement was found, about 
3 feet deep, in the large drain a few yards to the south of 
the crannog; the prongs nrc curved, very sharp at the 
points, and attached laterally; they arc inches apart, 
and 4 inches long. 

(b) Of articles made of bronze or brass, the following 
may be noted:-

1. Two fibulx-one of which is figured here (Fig. I I)
were found about the centre of the refose heap, and a third, 
much more elaborately ornamented, was subsequently 
found in the dN>ris when closing up the trenches. 

2. A bronze ring pin, 6 inches long. The square
shaped portion of the top has a different device on each 
side, one of which is a fylfot (croix or swastika), 
and the shank from its middle to the point is ornamented 
on both sides (Fig. 12). 

J. A spatula or dagger-shaped inplement with blunt 
edges, measuring 11 t inches long and 1 inch broad, 

4- A thin spiral finger-ring. 

Ttl 

FJc, 12.-BronzcRing FJG, 13.-i s.i1c-. Made from :..fa m·)\S 
J,,n (Scale i). (/'dytric!,um commuru). 

5· A bridle-bit. This con;ists of two large rings and a 
centre-piece. Its extreme length is 1 inches ; the outer 
diameter of the rings is rather less than 3 inches, and the 
centre-piece, which is entirely made of iron, is inches 
long. The rings arc partly iron and p:1r1ly bronze, the 
circular portion being iron, and the rest bronze. The 
bronzejortion has two eyes or loops, one of which is 
attache to the centre-piece and the other free. This 
interesting relic was turned up by t"·o vi,itors poking 
with a stick at the south-e:l'it corm:r of the refuse heap. 

V 1.-Miscd/,wcol/s Obj,·ds 
1. Carve./ Wood.- Perhaps the most interesting of all 

the relics discovered on the is ;1 5mall piece of 
ash·wood, about 5 inches square, h;n-ing curious drag rams 
carved on both side;. ( n one side three 
spiral grooves, with corresponding ridges between, start 
from near a common centre rad1.rte outwards till 
they join, at uniform dtst .mces, a common circle which 
surrounds the diagram. On the other side is a similar 
diagram, with this dtfferencc, th;ll bet " ·een the points of 
commencement of the spiral there is a space left 
which is occupied by a small circular groove ourrounding 

the central depression or point. This figure is surmounted 
and overlapped by two convoluted and symmetrical 
grooves meeting each other in an elevated arch, with a 
small depre;>ion in its centre. The relic was found on 
the west side of the crannog, about 4 feet deep, and ncar 
the line of the horizontal raised beams. 

2. Frilrr:e-/il:c Ob;ects.-Another object which has. 
excited considerable curiosity is an apparatus made like 
a fringe by simply plaiting together at one end the long 
stems of a kind of moss. Portions of similar articles were 
found in three different parts of the crannog, and all deeply 
buried. The one figured here, and the most neatly 
formed, was found in the relic bed ncar the hearths 
(Fig. 13). · 

3· Among the remaining articles under this head are to 
be found some portions of leather, one thick bit being 
pier.:ed by stout copper nails ; a few glass beads and 
small rings made of bone; some fragments of pottery, 
one being the bottom of a jar, said to be Sam ian ware; 
portions of three armlets made of jet or lignite, together 
with one or two other fragments of objects made of the 
same material. 

According to a report by Prof. Rolleston of Oxford, who 
kindly undertook the examination of tbc bones and horns 
collected on the cranaeg, the: following animals have their 
skeletons represented The ox (llos lollgifroJJs); the pig 
(Sus scrofa, variety, dor.zestfta), the sheep, old dun-faced 
breed (Ovis aries, varlcty braclryur.z); the red-deer (Cervus 
rlajJh11s), very abundantly; the roe-deer ( Cervus ciprcolus), 
scantily, though unambiguously; the horse ( Equus mba/
!us) is represented by only one shoulder-blade; and the 
reindeer (Crrvus tcrmrdus) by one or two fragmentary 
portions. Some of the bones and horns bad their cavities. 
filled with beautiful green crystals, which on analysis 
pro1·ed to be vivianite. 

Among the specimens of wood used in the structure of 
the island Dr. Bayley Balfour bas identified the fol
lowing :-Birch, hazel, alder, willow, and oak. In 
addition to these some of the relics were found to be 
made of elm and ash. ROB£RT 1\IUNRO 

THE UNITED STATES WEATHER MAPS, 
AUGUST, 1878 

T HE most remarkable feature of the meteorology of 
the northern hemisphere for August, ISiS, as com

pared with July preceding, was the enormous change 
which took place in the distnbution of amosphcric pres
sure over the Atlantic as far as lat. N. 6o0

, the change 
being greatest in the region around Ireland and the 
south-west of England, where it amounted to a fall of 
about the third of an inch. l'ressure was abo still further 
reduced over nearly the whole of the United States, 
particularly in the north, the deficiency from the normal 
at New York O'ISO inch. In Europe this lowering 
of the pressure extended eastward into Russia as far a> 

E. 4o' , where it rose to nearly the average. It again 
fell on advancing further eastll'ards to o'I50 inch below 
the normal in the valley of the Irtish, ri;ing however 
agaiu to the normal over the western affluents of the 
Lena. Thus from the Rocky 1\lountains, across the 
United States, the Atlantic, Europe, and into Asia 
as far the Lena, pressure was un'ier the normal, 
in other words over a broad belt goinl! half-way round 
the globe. This region of abnormally low pressure 
would appear to have stretched south-south-westward 
from \Vc,tern Siberia, embracing the marked off 
by Syria, Egypt, Africa as far as Cape Colony, 
i\lauritius, \\'estern India, and Turk1stan. Also Ill 
Victori(l, Tasmania, and !l;ew Zealand pressure was very 
low, at Dunedin o·372 inch less than the normal. 

On the other h;md, pressure was abo\·e the normal in 
the region of the Rocky Mountains, oYer Somh Gn:rnland, 
Iceland, Faru, Shetland, and adjacent coasts of Norway; 
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